
For a leader

	Access control system PERCo-Web



PERCo-Web system is a convenient tool for the staff 
working time management
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 Security level increase

 Reduction of working time losses

 Profit increase

 Company status increase



Entrance to any site is a key security point. The system allows to 
prevent access of unauthorized persons, and to regulate the access 
of employees and visitors by time. All entrances and exits are 
accepted only by presenting an access card.
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The system enables access to employees and visitors only to 
authorized areas. Access cards can be issued in form of passes or 
badges.
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All employees’ enters/exits are registered in the system and then 
used to control the workforce management and time keeping.
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Time and attendance terminal is an even more 
convenient tool for these purposes. It can be installed 
next to the employees’ workplaces, for example, in the 
workshop or at the office entrance door.



One can view employees’ discipline reports  for the necessary period 
of time, find out who is absent today, and who has come late.
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If you are expecting a visitor, you can pre-order a pass for him.
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The system server is installed on one computer connected to Ethernet 
network. There is no need to install the software on computer as all 
necessary information can be received remotely: from home, in the car, 
on a business trip.
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Connection to the system server is similar to entering a 
website. It is enough to connect to the Internet, click on 
PERCo-Web icon (or type the system IP-address in the 
browser search box), enter the password and start 
working.



In order to understand whether the system meets the purposes of your 
company, you can download it for free from PERCo website, install 
and use it for 60 days. If the system meets your requirements, after trial 
period you will need to purchase a license to keep on using it.
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Licenses are not limited by the term of validity, number of work places or 
users amount. System updates are free of charge.



For simple access control tasks, there is a free Basic software 
package which is designed for a company with not more than 
100 employees.
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Economic benefits from system implementation.
ACS is a profitable business investment. Economic benefits from system 
implementation include labour productivity increase (by reducing labour 
misconduct), accounting processes automation and theft reduction.
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Number of employees 300 pers.

Average employee salary per month 1000 EUR

Employee overhead costs 200 EUR

Reduction of employee labour misconduct per day 5 min

Overall working time saving per month 540 hours

Total salary and overheads savings per month 3750 EUR

Calculation of economic benefits

Installation of ACS and T&A is one of the most profitable investments, since the payoff period 
is several times shorter than the standard payoff periods of any other business investment.

Judging by installation experience of PERCo systems on various sites, payoff period lasts from 4 to 6 
months, and then the system starts making a profit.


